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When quali ty,
strength, and
accuracy are your
main requirements,
Paraclipse antennas are
your f irst choice.

Only Paracl iPse offers such
variety; four dist inctly different series:

.the Truss-Ribbed Classic,

.the Courier Deliverable EcliPse,

.the Stretch Formed HYdro,

.the Commercial Patriot.

Every ParacliPse model sets the

industry standard in its class, worldwide'
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2271 2gthAvenue East, Columbus, Nebraska USA 68601
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COOP'S COMMENT
On March 9th media mogul Rupert

Murdoch expanded his web of intemational
satellite and cable programming ownership
by annorurcing a partnership with Australian
Telecom (Telstra). The two firms combine to
equal FOXTEL with ambitious plans to
expend .4$3.98 building a monster coaxial
and fibre optic cable network that is
projected to pass by 4 million Australian
homes.

, ' j
7 ;./

Less noticed in the hype following the announcement was a lesser announce-
ment; Telecom and Murdoch's News Media Corporation are investing A$71.4
million into Australis / Galarry and acquiring just over an 8% interest each in the
Optus distributed pay television service.

By early April, Gala<y's Optus Bi service (transponders 10 and 11H in the high
power beam) were distributing as many as 10 programme channels to terrestrial
microwave transmitters O/DS) serving Melboume and Sydney. On the ground,
Galaxy subscribers are charged .4$299 for installation and A$49.95 per month for
subscription; each receiving a small microwave (dish-like) antenna, and
microwave 'downconvertef. The present churnel line-up being transmitted by
Galaxy, using General Instrument Digicipher i (di$tal and encrypted) technologr,
includes:

Showtime (a US premium movie service transmitted to Australia on PAS-2)
Encore (a US 60s-70s-80s release moyie service, also via PAS-2)

Premier Sports Network (fed from satellite links to the world)
TVI (not NZ's TVI but rather a teen-age children aimed service)

Documentary Chsnnel (using f,rlms largely from the ABC archives)
Music Video (the title says it all)

CNBC (strangely, not the PAS-2 service but rather the I180E feed)
New World TV (a mixture of CTN, T\ts [ Chinese] and Vietnamese)

Teleltalia
Galaxy's Optus'bandwidth'has room for 32 digrtal programmes; more are on the

u'ay. And none of this, today, is available to home dish vreiners. It{urdoch's people
say the roll out of Gala<y home dish service is deiayed pendrng manufacture of
new IRD units; September is now a target date. We'll preview where Galaxy is
headed and its impact on our trade in the May 15th issue of SaIFACTS.
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RIMSAT Gl + GZ ARE LOADED

Only one ysar ago the RMSAT family of satellites
were something of a joke; an inside/s joke. Coop's
TechnoloCy Digest for May 1994 wrote:

"Here is a group of people named Stemberg and
Habib operating out of offices in Napewille, Illinois

(and the Philippines) who are leasing Russian satellites
and parhing them in arbital spots claimedby the
'Kingdom of Tonga'. And in their only successful
operation ta date, RIMSAT has leased televisian

transponder time to a renegade Indian subcontinent
telecaster who is originating his programmes in a hut

outside of Moscow and sending them back to the Indian
Ocedn on a slightly less than space-worthy Russian

satellite.
"Should a would-be user of satellite transponder

space take these guys seriously?"

In less than ten months, we now have all 12 C-band
transponders on both Rimsat Gl (130E) and G2
(142"5E) occupied by paying customers. Rimsat, the
company, is now rn the midst of (US) Chapter 11
proceedings; voluntary reorganisation in lieu of
bankruptcy. The company is being run by a US Court
Order under the direction of a court appointed manager
while a tangled trail of dealings woven by Rimsat's
founder Dr. Mats Nilson is untangled. Niison
conceptualised Rimsat, created the framework for use of
Kingdom of Tonga orbital parking spots, and
engineering the design and lease of Russian Gorizont
class satellites for the firm. Along the way there were
internal squabbles between stockholders; a battle that
escalated as Rimsat suddenly cracked the Indian cable
TV marketplace. No, Rimsat is not in danger of going
under; Chapter 11 proceedings are the result of intemal
stockholder battles, not a shortage of cash. Mats
Nilson, ex-Comsat management, is now ex-Rimsat as
well.

Despite of the intemal problems, Rimsafs past i2
month period has been one of rapid growth; so much
gowth that plans for the G3 satellite (scheduled for 70E
later this year) do not rule out a G4 bird within a year

@imsat holds, through Tonga, orbital spots of 83E,
140, 134 and 142.5; 134 is presently in use by AsiaSat

SURPRISE: Small Dish Siqnals!

1 but the terms of this arangement have never been
announced.)

The Indian cable TV marketplace is explosive; as
many as 700 new cable TV systems are reported on a
weekly basisl PanAmSat's PAS-4 satellite, to go to 72E
in mid year, will serve the region (including 12 just
announced Ku transponders boresighted on lrdia for
small dish DTH service). A Russian Express satellite
has just been leased by GE Americom (formerly RCA)
to be parked at 80E and four of its six C band
transponders have been pre-sold to a group calling itself
Business India TV. Russia, itself, operates suitable
orbital spots at 1458, 140, 103, 99, 96, 90, 85 and
80(E). They plan new satellites (totally new or newer
replacements) for 140E (see 'With The Observers', SF
#7, p.22) and other unspecified Pacific-Indian Ocean
locations. The Russian satellite operators are active
themselves 'selling' transponder space on their many
Pacific and Indian region satellites. A service calling
itself ANPA ("Our TV') is due to begin broadcasting in
five Indian dialects from 140E today (furil 15; see
'With The Observers', this issue, p.22).

And then of course there are the major players:
Asiasat i with AsiaSat 2 replacement due on line by
September, an eventual replacement for lost-at-launch
ApStar 2, and the new Palapas (Cl due at l13E in
November, followed by C2M in 1996) plus the new
JCSAT3 (1 28E in August).

The Indian cable and satellite TV business press
believes there will be a need within two years for not
fewer than 100 separate programming channels via
satellite into the country. If that number seems large,
consider that India has 5 widely spoken languages plus
more than 200 lesser dialects and ultimately each will
require their own service channel(s). In fact, 100
satellite channels beaming into India could be on the
low side ofthe real need.

RIMSAT: There First
Rimsat's present customer load, on 12 C-band

transponders (6 each Gl and G2) is virtually all
intended for India; or at least to viewers who speak one
of the many dialects native to the country. Dr. Nilson
had arranged with the Russian satellite designers to
configure the C-band downlink footprints (coverage
area) for Gl and G2 to cover all of the bases. At the time
the satellites were being designed (1992-93) not even



Nilson foresaw the increase in Indian cable TV firms.
And, he was forecasting which portions of Asia might
require Rimsat services. On both Gl and G2 he took the
lowest transponder number (centred on 3675 MHz;
Russian R6, to the rest of the world 1 minin) and
reserved it for Global coverage. On most satellites,
global beam means the available power is spread thinly
over approximately 40% of the earth's surt-ace below and
that in tum means not very much power arrives at any
single location. The effect of this is that while a large
region is 'covered,' most of the users will require
sizeable receive antennas.

Dr. Nilson had an answer for this 'thin' giobal
coverage problem encountered by others; his R6
transponder would operate wrth hrgh power; 75 watts.
How powerful is that? It works out to around 49 dBw at
spot-beam boresiglrt which at C-band means you could
take an LNB with a feedhom attached and pornt the
feedhom at the satellite and receive pictures; without a
dish at alll Not great pictures, but watchable pictwes.

So TR R6 (minus 1) on Gl and G2 both are endowed
with tlus coverage abrlity. This explains why RAJ-TV,
on TR R6 from 130E is noisefree from Perth to New
Zealand (and beyond) on dishes that are 2m in size and
smaller.

'130-TR6 is actually leased to Reuters TV of London
'who sublease it to RAJ TV'notes Rimsat's VP of Sales
and Marketing Tim Brewer. He continues, "Actually,

Mr. Rajendrum is on our hot transponder'by pure luck
as the zone beam transponder that he was scheduled to
go on was not available."

Zone beam?
After global beam coverage, Dr. Nilson tried to create

coverage beams for the 5 remaining transponders which
would be most marketable: Reach the areas on the

F i m s o t  1 3 0  E o s t  6 l o b o l  B e o m  C o v e r o g e  C  B o n d  7 5  w u t t s
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3.6750 GHz
:as t  Lonq i  tude (Degrees  r

Hop:  (1308,05 ,35786)

RAJ-W on 3675 from 130E (G1): Centre of pattern
(boresight) level is 36.4 dBw (1.2m dish for 7 dB

C/NR). Sydney is -1.1 dB or 35.3 dBw.
NZ is -2 dB or 34.4 dBw.

ground where the most possible people (users) might be
located, weighed against the regions of the world where
customers were likely to develop. Rimsats have:

a) High powered Global Beam coverage (1 trans-
ponder per satellite);

b) High powered Spot Beam (option pattem for the
R6 high powered transponder)

c) Lower powered Global beam (15 watts versus 75
watts of the high powered transponder)

d) Zone beam, 3 transponders as an optional to global
e) Hemispheric (hemi) beam

-

z

I ronsponders  {  6

Transponder
Number

Band Power
(Watts)

Recefye
Centrc

Frcquency

Transmit
Centre Freq.

Transponder
Bandwldth

Receive
Antennag

Transmit
Antennas

6 C 75 6,000 MHz 3,675MHz 40 MlIz Global Spot or
Global

7 L- 1 5 6,050 MHz 3,725MH2 38 MHz Zone, Global Global or
Znne

8 U l 5 6-100 MHz 3,775MHa 38 MHz Global Hemispheric
9 l 5 6,150 MHz 3,825 MHZ 38 MHz Zone, Global Global or

Zone
l n C l 5 6,200 MHz 3-875 MHz 38 MHz Global Hemispheric
l l U t 5 6,250 MHz 3,925MHz 38 MHz Zone, Global Global or

Zone

t2 Ku 20 t4,325MHz I1,525 MFIZ 38 MHz Spot Spot



RAJ-W as received on 3m dish in New Zealand

A table here shows the possibilities for Gl and G2'

The satellite operator determines whether a beam shall

be spot or global, gtobal or zone as applies to each

transponder.
Note that R6 can be either global or spot. As you

miglrt imagrne, when a75 wattkansponder is narrowly

focused into a spot (narrow beamwidth) very large

signal levels occur on the ground. However, it is normal

foi a tiglrtly focused beam to also have surroundrng

rings (called'sidelobes) away from the spot focus where

the signal level is either way up (called a'peak) or way

down (called a 'null'). With sidelobes, the signal is

enhanced in the region of a peak and will be from 3 to 6

dB stronger as a result of the peak than it would be

without this 'fringing effecf' Note on the map for G2

here (ATN coverage, provided with notations by Tim

Brewster of Rimsat) how the first null runs counter

clockwise through west€m ftrdonesi4 the first peak runs

througlr Australia north of Pealr @ut through Darwin)

while the second null crosses througlr central Australia'

East coast Australia falls into the 2nd peak and New

Zealand is probably in the third peak.
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The hemispheric pattem depends upon the satellite's
orbital location. In the map here, for 142.5E, TRs 8,
and 10 are running in the hemi mode. The boresight
signal is 32.9 dBw and falls at 125E, 55. Most of the
Australian easterrl southern" westem coasts are from 2
to 3dB lower than boresight (i.e., 3Gf dBw region) and
this translates to ? dB CAtRs on dishes of 1.8m size. In
New Zealand, 28.5 dBw (3m size), in Tonga 27.5 dBw
(3.7m dish). This is of some immediate importance
grven the appearance of Australia's Channel 9 EMTV
'offshore service' on TR10 of 142.5 on March 30 (see
progftrmme schedule notes, page 23 this issue). Note
that the hemi beam pattem on Gl (130E; not shown
here) is totally different; Brisbane, for example, is 30.9
dBw on G2 but oniy 23 dBw from cl (1308). Thus G2,
for our south Pacific region, has far more interesting
possibilities.

Frnally there is the zone beam; transponde$ 7, 9 and
11 on both Gl and G2 (also not shown here). This is the
least favourable pattem ofall for the rqgion south ofthe
equator; Gl and G2 are both zone beam boresiglrted at
38 dBw on 110E, 15N. In the case of Gl, Darwin is
already down to 26 dBw while on G2 Danrin is down

to 28 dBq the 'differenre'being the two locations of
130 and 142.58. Signal levels in Pertlu Sydney and
Wellington are in the 8m and up class for even 5 dB
CAJR pictures; not good. We extrapolate all of this in
the table at the bottom of page 6, here.

Russian Gorizont satellites are known to be inclined
from birth whereas Intelsats only begin to move in a
figure 8 (inclined orbit) pattem as their station keeping
hydrazine fuel runs low (typically J* years after
larurch). What is not well known is that Gorizonts have
a hegative' (declining) amount of inclined orbit motion
after launcfu reaching a minimum of movement (no
apparent movement at all) 17 to 18 months after launch.
Both Gl (launched January 1994) and G2 (launched
June 1994) have a smaller and smaller inclined orbit
movement with each passing month. In mid-April, Gi is
moving +/- 0.35 degrees while G2 moves +/- 0.65
degrees. In August of this year, Gl will be dead over the
equator and not moving while in January 1996 G2 will
be totally stable. We show this on the chart appearing
at the top ofpage 6.
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Note the horizontal lines across the chart above
marked 6 ft, 8 ft, 10 ft and 12 ft. Systems with a 3m (10
foot) dish, for example, will require no tracking at all on
Gl for the period that falls below the line QDecember
1994 to February 1997 on G2; August 1994 to
September 1996 for Gl). The larger the dish, the
narower the antenna's beamwidth so naturally a 33m
(12 foot) antenna has a smaller "no dish movement
required" window than a 1.8m (6 foot) antenna.

For the South Pacific, Gl transponder R6 is the one
to watch with 3m and smaller dishes. Here, RAJ-TV is
scheduled to increase to 18 hours per day sometime in

the next 30 days (i.e., not later than 14 Mar. On G2,
R6, RB (currently planned for MCPC but no details are
known) and R10 are the promising transponders. Note
that EMTV is operating in half transponder format on
TR10; this means a receiver IF of not more than 19
MHz is best and it also means someone plans to occupy
the second half of TR10 with a signal at least very
similar in level to EMTV. This one is worth watching.

Finally, as you adopt the Rimsat habit over the next
few weeks, remember that Gorizont at 140E is
promising new high power activity on at least TR R6 at
anytime. There is more excitement just aheadl

G1 Trans.l
Format

G1 Service/
Language

Sydneyl
Welling. Lvl

Sydneyl
Dish Minimum

Wellingtonl
Dish Minimum

Operating
Hours UTC

Notes

R6/PAL RAJ-TvlTamil 35/34 dBw l.2m 2. lm 1200-1800 High Power

R7/PAL SunTVlTamil 20119 dBw 7m 8m 0630-1800 Znne

R8/NITSC ABC-5/English 23122dBw 5m 6m 0100-1600 Hemi

R9/PAL AsNt/Malayal'm 20119 dBw 7m 8m 0500-1800 Znne

RIO/PAL Gemini/Telugu 23122dBw 5m 6m 1300-1530 Hemi

RII/PAL Mony/lltn-Tam 20119 dBw 7m 8m 1300-1530 Znne

G2 Trans.
Format

G2 Service Sydney/
Welling. Lvl

SydneylDish
Minimum

Wellington/
Dish Minimum

Operating
Hours UTC

Notes

R6/PAL ATN/Hindi 32 /3ldBw 2.lm 2.5m 24hours Spot (ridgtng)

R7/PAL JJAY/Tamil 20/19 dBw 7m 8m Unknown Tnne

R8/S-A CelcomlMCPC 3?128 dBw 2. lm 3m+ Not Operational Hemi

R91PAL Eagle/Tamil 20/19 dBw 7m 8m Unknown Znne

RIO/PAL EMTViEnglish 32128dBw 2. lm 3m+ 20-23;05-1400 Hemi

RIIIPA], Udava/Kannada 20119 dBw 7m 8m 0800-1900 Znne

Note: G2, TR R6 is ll2 tarnponder, IF 1487.5; TR R10 is ll2,IF l265MHz.



Part Two

THE NEIGHBOUR}IOOD CABLE TV SYSTEM
Turning A Dish Into A Money Earner

Practical Aspects: Being A Cable Operator
The satellite dish (or dishes) sitturg along side or atop

the motel is a symbol of the sstablishment's desire to be
one step ahead of the competition. Motel systems
installed 5 to 8 years ago had a single programme
sewice choice: AFRTS (and later CNrI\D. The dishes
were large (7 metre was common), expensive ($18,000
was typical at the time) and picture quality was - well,
poor at best. But, it was foreign (American) TV at a time
when national networks were primarily inward looking
and only themselves made use of satellite relay for very
special events.

By 1995, the world has changed dramatically. CNN
and other satellite services are widely available through
terrestnal relay (in New Zealand via Sky Networh in
Australia through Galaxy) and students of television
programming are begrnmng to understand that it is
programming diversity and choice that sells TV as an
attractiorl not mere quantrty. Furthermore, the
marketplace for distributing TV programming is rapidly
changrng, as a re-distributor of programming you are
begnnmg to have choices in each programme category.

In New Zealand, for example, CNN was here first
(through direct satellite and Sky relay) and was first
established. But now there are other choices; the BBC
World is one of those and more are just around the
comer. Since March lfth" BBC World is being carried
in bits and chunks by New Zealand tenestrial
broadcasters. And the public relations departments of
T\AIZ are dorng their best to pre-sell the importance of
their new BBC World service to the non-tuners-in.
Usrng the printed press to push their BBC World
product, a TVITJZ backer wrote in the New Zealand
Herald (28 March):

"(BBC World) programmes of such quality are rarely
seen on free-to-air television in New Zealand, or on
CNN or SlE s Discovery Channel."

As a builder, operator and owner of a small neigh-
bourhood cable TV system" your work only begins when
the system is constructed and functioning. Your
lifeblood is cash flow, created by selling TV
programming and the pump that makes it work udll be
the programming you have chosen to carry on your cable
system. Until 1995 you had few choices; from this point
forward you will have many choices and you won't need
them all to be a viable business. You can actuallv afford

to be selective in what programming you carry, and do
not carry.

A cable system, to be viable against free to air (FTA)
programming; must offer more progftmming choice than
FTA That's requirement number one: More choice.
Requirement number two is pncing; whatever the
competition may be (i.e., wireless cable such as Sky
Network in New Zealand" Galt*l' in Australia,
Murdoch's STARnet seryice via AsiaSat 2 in September
for DTII) Terrestrial relays of satellite fed programming
wrll always cost more than DTH; they, after all, add a
layer of costs to the system. DTH goes direct to the
home and cuts out the middleman" but Sky and Galaxl,
insert their own expensive network operations between
the satellite source and the home viewer.

Satellite delivered programming is usually priced by
the category of the user. Setting aside the FTA services
(i.e., ATN, RAJ, EMTV, et al), sewices usually have a
three-tier pricing format. We'il use Country Music
Television as a representative exampie. CMT charges
the user based upon who the user is. Their charges:

1) Home DTH viewer: US$50 per year, the DTH view-
er must purchase their own IRD receiver (presently
US$1,445 andup).

2) MoteVhotel (SMATD systems, as well as condo-
minium and other MATV/SMATV systems: US$25 per
month ($300 per year) for each unit (TV outlet).

3) Cable television systems: US$0.30 per subscriber
permonth.

As you can see, there is a serious disincentive for mo-
tels and SMATV systems to take the service. There is
also a ssrious incentive for a motel to'fib'about its use
of the selice, to pretend it is a single home DTH
customer (at US$50 per year). Other services have
similar approaches to the marketplace although perhaps
their rate differences between SMATV and CATV are
not quite as dramatic.

Why this rate differentiai? A fair question.
A sewice such as CMT is unique in the marketplace;

even in the USA (where a home DTH viewer presently
has a choice between 540 different TV programme
channels!), they have no serious competition. When you
have the only (county music video) ball game in towrl
you have greater latitude in setting rates. That's their
advantage.



But they are operating under several disadvantages'
First is distance; the firm is headquartered in
Connecticut and must try to manage their offering by
remote control. On first inspection it might not look as
though it requires much managing. Their US distributed
signal, which is simultaneously distributed to Europe as
well as the Pacific, is taken 'down'(received by satellite)
at the PanAmSat Sylmar, Califomia uplink site. There it
is transferred to the PAS-2 uplink signal as a part (1
part in 6) of the Scientific Atlanta provided drgrtal
television MCPC (multiple channel per carrier) service
on transponder lV. At that point the signal is in digital
format and is available tluoughout the Pacific wherever
PAS-2 reaches.

Within the transponder 1V format on PAS-2 there is
presently 'space' for six separate video programming
channels; CMT is one of these. PanAmSat has, in
effect, sold to CMT ll6th of a transponder, frrll-time (24

hours per day). From the CMT perspective, it is being
distibuted througlrout the PAS-2 coverage region for
something approximating 1/6th the cost of what it

wouid have to pay to rent transponder spectrum for an

analogue CMT service.
That seems like an advantage. At this point in time it

may not be.
To receive the CMT service the viewer must ptrchase

a Scientific Atlanta [i9222) IRD (integrated receivsr

descrambler); US$1,445 or more. Once the receiver is

installed at the CMT viewet's site, it must then be
'authorised' by electronic signal through the satellite'

And it must be re-authorised (or de-authorised)

monthly, to reflect the current payment status of the

viewer. This is where the costs can really mount'

It takes just as much computer time and subscriber
management to authorise or de-authorise an IRD for a
single home (or motel) as it does to perform the same
function for a cable TV system. The bureaucracy
required to keep track of each subscriber, to venff the
current payment status of each subscriber, is just as
great for the single home as it is for the cable system.

CMT hies to improve this situation by requiring DTH
(rome) subscribers to pay for their service annually' in
advance. In this way they are able to "manago" (monitor

and re-authorise or de-authorise) each IRD unit only
once every 12 months. Motels'and SMAIV systems are
required to pay no less often than once every 3 months.
The cable system client can pay monthly (provided he
has a minimum subscriber count) on the theory that
cable system subscriber numbers change monthly
(usually upward each month which translaks to mors
money for CMT with each billing period).

Even a small, neighbourhood cable TV system

operator will not be immune to, nor can he ignore, the
practical management required for his system after

construction. Programming choices, based upon the

perception of audience appeal and the practicalities of

dealing with each programming source will piay a

continuing role in the system's management
requirements.

The Starting Point
While our emphasis to this point has been with the

motel operator as a logical starting point for a
'neighbourhood cable system' (see SF no. 7, p.'s. 5-8), in

actual fact even a private home with a satellite dish and

a desire to turn the dish installation into a profit centre

will quali$. As noted in part one of this series, the

Modulator: C3

BASIC SATELLITE FED CABLE
HEADEND (see textl

A single dish through L-band signal
splitters (950-1450 Yl12+) feeds

individual satellite receivers which in
turn feed individual channel

modulators to combiner



motel makes particular sense as a starting point because
the cable system will allow the operator to replace the
present (Sky Network in New Zealand) 'pay T\l outlay
with what will always be a lower cost per month
programming package taken directly from satellite; not
through a middleman such as Sky. And the money
saved, by not pwchasing pay TV through a middleman,
become a part of the cash flow for the cable system
itself.

How will you distribute the programmurg? Coorial
cable is the mechanical answer. But, how will you route
the cable out of your own property to the property of
your potential subscribers?

Laws (and regulations) wrll vary greatly within the 22
countries where this is being read; in the least regulated
areas, you will simply string your cable overhead
(attaching to existing utility poles), bury your cable
underground (along a roadside or sidewalk), or run it
from house to tree to fence post in the best (and suitably
safe) method available to you. No permits required;just
do it.

In the worst case scenario you will do this only after
working your way through various levels of govemment
bureaucracy for the permission you need to run your
cables. In the United States, municipal bodies (a town
board, a city council) grant 'franchises' for this purpose
and the franchise is in reality their legal permission for
the cable company to suspend (overhead) or btrry its
coarial cable lines (amplifien, attachments) within the
'public right of way'. US law is not our model in the
Pacific; but there is always some board or agency that
must approve your cable installation before you begin.

Here, New Zealand law is quite unique and what
follows may not apply to you in Tuvalu or the
Solomons.

1) The Law says that if you will serve fewer than 500
people with your cable system, you just go ahead and do
it (after obtaining local district council approval to use
the rights of way or pubiic easements to run your
cables).

2) The Law also says that if you will sewe more than
500 people, you have the option Out not the
requirement) to apply to the Ministy of Commerce for
something calledNetwork Operator Status O{OS). With
NOS, you acquire the iegal nght to use public
easements and rights of way and in fact you cannot be
denied access to these areas with your cables. You also
acquire, with the same abilities as a power company or
telephone company, the right to cross over or througlr
private lands as well with your cable lines; even if the
pnvate landowner objects to your doing so.

Network Operator Status requires a submission to the
Ministry of Commerce and the entire process, from
initial application to granting of your status (assuming
yor'l are deemed to quali$r) requires approximately 90

days time. Note that NOS is optional, is not required
but may be a useful instrument to obtain the legal right
to string or bury cables if either individual land owners
or local authorities are not co-operative in granting you
their permission to run your cables. Under the
procedures of NOS, your cable company operates with
the same legal rights as the largest telephone or power
utility firms; if your cable needs to cross a piece of
property, permission to do so cannot be denied.

In New Zealand, the next hurdle is the Resource
Management Act. It provides that any activity wluch
holds the potential of 'endangenng the environment'
must have approval in advance of occurring. An obvious
example would include a new plastic production firm
that seeks to build on the edge of a stream and dump
potential toxins into the stream. A new cable TV 'wire'

strung overhead between existing utility poles falls rnto
the same 'permission before installation' category as the
plastics plant as it could hold the potential for 'visual

pollution' of the skyscape. A cable TV system installed
below ground @uried) also requires resource
management approval but this is usually a iess
controversial situation than overhead wires. Most $rlew
Zealand) District Councils have someone who is the
'Senior Planner - Resource Management Division' and
that is where you begrn your investigation of this aspect
of system planning and construction.

How'Small' Can Be Profitable?
Two factors affect the equation:
f) The number of cable charurels you will process at

your headend (signal processing facility), and,
2) The density of the housing (potential subscribers)

nearby to yoru headend.
Each headend processed channel requires equipment;

at the very least, a satellite receiver dedicated to a single
progranme source and a modulator to recreate the
programmlng on a normal TV charmel frequency of yotr
choice. We cost that separately here. Note that one
satellite dish can (and will) receive as many separate
programme channels from a single satellite as you
require. Each satellite 'source' wrll require its own
dedicated dish to which (through signal splitters) you
have as many dedicated receivers plugged in as you have
progailme channels.

Individual receivers (whether old-fashioned analogue
or the newer IRD digikl models) process the incoming
signal to baseband video and audio'; pure video and
pure audio of the same sort as you would connect to the
'A/V inputs on a TV monitor / receiver. The audio and
video from the receiver is in tum connected to a channel
modulator which now creates a standard ("AL) TV
signal that can be tuned in on a specific TV set channel.



Channel 5 Channel 7 Channel 6 Channel 7

Low cost modulators are known in the trade as
Double Sideband Modulators' QSB), so called because
no filtering is included to eliminate the unwanted and
not needed 'lower sideband portions of the signal. ATV
set requires only a single sideband (the 'uppet') to
recreate images but eliminating the lower sideband can
double the cost of the modulator. However, by leaving
the lower sideband in place, this unwanted enerry spills

into the lower adjacent channel. Net result: You use one

chuurel (say 7) but lose another one (6) as well with a

DSB modulator. By using DSB modulators, you are
grvrng up possible use of any lower adjacent channels.
Note on the bottom of page 1l that consecutively
numbered channels are not always adjacent in
frequency: New Zealand 1 and 2, for example, have a
non-TV piece of spectrum between them while
Ausbalian 0 and 1, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, 5 and 54" 5,A, and
6 plus 9 and 10 all have non-TV spectrum space
between them. From an interference point of view, DSB
modulators can be used on non-adjacent channels
without major problems without problems.

But there is another consideration as well; the

interference capability in the upper adjacent direction
from the lower channel's audio signal. Most terrestrial
transmitters reduce the aural (audio) signal by between
6 and 10 dB, reference its own video carrier. You can

measure this with a signal level meter (Sl-lvfl on local
channels in your area. This dates back to 1940 and 50s
tests that indicated TV sets could recover (produce)
good audio even when the aural carrier was reduced in
power from the companion video carier' By the 1960s

cable TV systems were rediscovering that even at -l?dB

(aural carrier reduced in level by 17 dB from the

companion video carier), the TV sets produced fine

audio. furd by operating cable systems with the audio

reduced by 15 to l? dB reference the companion video,

cable systems were able to eliminate 'sound bat'

interference on the qpper adjacent chamrel-
What resulted were cable 'channel processors' for

off-air TV signals (i.e., receiving channel 5 off air, and
placing it on channel 5 for cable carriage) and

cable-design modulators. Both headend 'processot' types

employ lower sideband video carrier filtering (called

Vestigial Sideband or VSB) to ensure there is no video

signal spillover into the immediately adjacent lower

channel, and, adjustable aural carrier level controls to

ensure the sound portion does not break into' the upper

adjacent channel. With these tools, true adjacent
channel, interference free, cable O{ATV) system

operation was possible.
There was a third element as well; signal level

balance. To be absolutely certain that adjacent channels

Can you Plug in and use :
CNN, EMTV, ATN, RAI, A}IBC' CBS'NHK?

What about:
Galaxy, Showtime CMT, Asia BusinessNews?

Precise answers about copyriglrt, your right to use

signals found in Coop's Technolory Digest #9503;
issued March 31.

NZS30 from: CTD, PO Box 330, Mangonui
FarNorth, New Zealand



do not interfere with one another, cable systems
(whether IUATV or CAT$'balance'the channels at the
headend. A full discussion of balancing will wait until
next month but suffice to say at this point that adjacent
channels are maintained typically within 0.5 dB of one
another as measured at the headend output point. For
example, the visual carrier for band III channels might
look like this on a tlpical system:

Channel 5: +98 dBuV
Channel6: +98.5 dBuV
Channel 7: +99 dBuV

Channel S:+99.5 dBuV
Channel 9: +100 dBuV

Channel 10:+100.5 dBuV
Channel i 1: +101 dBuV

Ifthe signals exit the headend (signal processing area)
'balanced' they will (should) arrive at each TV set
connected to the system with the same balance. And this
ensures that the individual TV sets are able to cope with
the multiplicity of channels without interference
between channels.
'Extra Charurels'

The chart appearing at the bottom of page 11 shows
four different 'channelling plans'. At the top, the
so-called European Plan which is found in one form or
another ttroughout the continent. Not all countries still
employ the band I (channels 2,3 and 4) spectrum for TV
but most (other than the IJK) do use the band 3 channels
(5 through 12).

Australian channels are unique in the world and
include telecasting spectrum in portions of the \TIF
band which no other counby uses. New Zealand
channsls closely resemble the original European (LIK)
allocations of the early 50s.

Channels were originally allocated between 45 and
230 MHz by taking into consideration the pre-existence
of other radio spectrum users (two-way radio" radio
navigation aids, FM broadcast) as well as planned uses.
TV was a part of a general plan and the overriding
concem was spectrum efficiency; gettlng the largest
number of often non-compatible users into the available
megahertz without creating interference between

services that would reduce the usefulness of the \4IF
band.

The 45 - 230 MHz portion of the spectrum is an 'open

crcuit'and signals do not respect national boundaries,
often traversrng great distances. The cable TV designers
did not have this design problem since their use of the
spectrum is confined to the inside of their coo<ral
cables. Thus they could create their own'cable spectrum'
without regard to border crossing distant signals causing
interference. The Eriropean 'cable spectrum' appears at
the bottom of page I l.

A PAL-B TV signal is 7 megahertz (L4IIz) in width.
Thus every 7 l,lftIz you can add another TV carrier if
you wish; i.e., 48, 55,62,69 and so on. As long as yoru
'spectrum environment' is totally cont'ined to the coar<ral
cable, how others use the sarne spoctnxr outside ofyour
cable is only of passing interest.

Cable has created what they call the'S Channels'with
S1 starting at 105.25 MHz, 52 zt 112.25 and so on up
through 510 (168.25) which then tblds into the band Itr
channels (85, .{6, NZ4) at 175.25 MIIz. After passing
through the normal band iil channels, the S chan:rels
renew wrth Sll at 231.25. This continues to S41 at
463.25 MHz rn nice, neat, 7 MHz steps.

Band 1, S and band Itr channels meld together to form
a complete cable spectrum that begins at 48.25 MFIz
@2; this is the still rn use European channel 2).
BetweenE2(48.25) and 511 (231.25)there isroom for
24 PAL-B TV channels each 7 MHz wide. This plan
skips over some spectrum space within band tr (near to
and within the FM broadcast band) out of respect that
locally strong FM band signals (in Europe 66-72,
84-105 MHz) can 'leak into' cable systems and create
terrestrial to cable interference.

Of course many (read "most" if not of 1994-1995
design) TV sets imported into the Pacific do not easily
(if at all) tune these 'S' channels directly. This presents a
motel SMATV system with another decision if use of
the S channels is contemplated; how do you tune them
in? The answers are: (l) Replace the TV sets with new
cable tuning versions, or, (2) Use cable set-top
converters. We'll start there in May.
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the SATELLITE novice: Connectors

No person, nor firm, has ever taken credit for the
creation of the ubiquitous F' fitting. Equipment
advertised for sale as early as 1949 includes photos and
claims of a very similar fitting (LaPoint-Plascomold
Corp., [Vee-DX] of Winsor Locks, Ct., USA). From the
early 1950s, 'F' fittings have been the standard
connector for master antenna and cable television in
North America. MATV installers in Europe never
adopted it, however, and a 1936 developed fitting by
Belling Lee (JK) remains a favourite of installers.

Fittings seem innocent enough. They are not. Fittings
should be weatherproof, mechanically solid so that wind
and vibrations do not shake them apart, and most
rrnportantly fittings should never introduce new

Orn C and Ku band satellite signals travel to
rsceivers at 'L'band; typically 950 to 1450 MHz These
are not frequencies that are accepting of low quality
cable nor cable fittings. This is a frequency range that
borders on microwave and a tiny droplet of moisture
that appears inside of a fitting or inside the rubberised
protective jacket on cable can seriously degrade if not
actually shut down the flow of satellite TV signals from

Don't Do Thisl Find out why

Unacceptable'F'
Fittings

3 Connector Types 'Bad'Connector on LNB SNSG On LNB

,

the outdoor LNB to the indoor receiver.
The top (nghQ photo on this page shows a no-no.

First, you cant see the fittings but they are a "crimp

lock" tlpe meant only for W{F use. Then the installer
has wrapped the fitting in tape which he hoped will
keep the moisture out. It will not. Humid air breathes

Weather Ring for SNS6 lnstall Parts - SNSS Weather Ring Installed Connector Seated

Trim Centre Conductor Position Sealing Tool Torque Ring lnto Fitting Finished Connector

'impedance' to the cable or fittings they are joining" The
Belling Lee (also known as PAL plug) fails on each
count. The F fitting fails primarily because it is difficult
to make it weather (water) proof. Difficult, but not
impossible.



Moisture Seal
<--
+--

Moisture Seal
Nut

LRC Augat SNS6 Fitting seats both ends of
RG6IU connector agalnst molsture ingress

into the connector through the tape and condenses
inside the fitting. Tape will not block moisture.

Fittings to prevent moisture must be designed for this
feahre on purpose. We show one of several types
available (*) here; the LRC-Augat model SNS6. Unlike
standard (good for WIF only) F fittrngs that have a
crimp ring the SNS6 has a snap-in rubber sealing ring
(see photos of installation). Then for the LNB (et al)
female connector end, a neoprsne sealed screw-on ring
that goes onto the female part before the male F fitting
goes on. The two are drawn up tight together sealing the
leading edge of the SNS6 against moisture ingress after
the male part is tightened.

Poorly selected F fittinp, improperly installed, are the
number one canse ofsystem degradation.

y'Never use all metal crimp-ring fittings for L band.
y' Where practical, hang F fittinp down so moisture

runs away from, not towards the frtting.
y' Always use f,rttings rated for 'L band' and in a very

humid / wet area, seal extemally with a self-cr.ring
Silicone caulk.

*l John Laffsy. Augat Pty. Ltd., Unit 3/1vuko place,
Warriewood NSW 2102. Tel. 6l-2-913-7100-, Fa><
61-2-913-7144. In New Zealand, Maser Technology
Group GgSe Patterson). Tel. 64-9-479-7889.

TELSAT COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

PACE I,ow threshold receivers (adb c/n)
PACE STAR Decoders for palapa service
lrstels for EMTV (Ntr{E NETWORK)
Decoders for Country Music TV (CMT)

TNT I cartoon subscriptions available through rumer Intemational Australia fty Ltd,
6{-2-S57-5255 . Fax 6{ -2-957-516i}

r [ r U ' r - r

17 westhaven Grove, P.o. Box 1537, Palmerston North, New Zealand
Tel: (06) 356-2749 Fax (06) 355-214r Int'l +(64) 6-3ss-2t41 cellular (025) 4s4-g4s

SATELLITE TELEVISION CONSULTANTS, IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

NEW PRODUCTS



A technical and marketing advisory
memo

to the membership from your industry
trade association group

MORE IRD Confusion
First a review.
At this point in time the following PAS-2 services are

available in Scientific Atlanta MPEG l+:
Transponder lV: CMT
Transponder 2H: CTN (2 programme channels), CCTV

and Asia Business News. TNT I Cartoons is expected
here by June.

Transponder 9V: Prime Sports, Encore and Showtime
as fed from USAto Galany/Austalis foxtel).

If you acquire an SIA model D9222IRD (integrated
receiver decoder), set it up to receive the appropriate
rnput (I- band) channel, and turn it on it will say to you
on the screen something similar to (or identical to) the
photo below. This is the graphic you receive when you

tune in to CMT by settrng yotx D9222 to receive on
1406.5 MHz input, vertical polarisation from PAS-2.

Each programmer is establishing its own distribution
and marketing system for the Pacific. SPACE Pacific
has reached agreement with CMT to offer this service
here; active negotiations are underway with others.

Tllre D9222 has a distributor price (quoted in US
dollars) which includes air freight of the unit from
Ontario, Canada to your countrfs custom clearance
location. The distributor in tum can be expected to
mark-up the unit for his kouble in acquiring it for yor.r,
and if you are a satellite dealer you in tum will mark it
up again before it ends up in the customels hands. A
retail customer price approaching US$2,500 is likely in
this scenario.

The sequence works like this:
1) Yoq a dealer, obtain an order from your customer.

You are well advised" after checking your dealer net
priclng from your distributor, to collect in front for at
least the D9222IRD portion of the system.

2) You send an older (and payment) to yow dis-
tributor. At the same time you contact SPACE Pacific
with the tlame, address and telephone number of your
customer. If this is a private home, you will (on behalf
of your customer) complete some simple paperwork for
SPACE and forward US$50 for a yeals subscription in
advance to CMT to SPACE.

3) SPACE advises CMT of the order (identirying
your customer by name, address and telephone number)
and sends a copy of this advisory to your distributor.

SPACE Pacific

Satellite
Programme
Access
CommittEe

A trade association for users, designers, installers,
sellers of private TVRO systems in the POR.

AN INVITATION TO JOIN SPACE Pacific
There is a category of membership for virtually every reader of SaIFACTS; each membership class carries distinct

privileges. A SPACE Membership explanation package is available at no charge and includes membership
application forms. Classes are: Individual Member (for an individual owning a satellite dish for private viewrng),
Commercial Member (for motel{hotel [SMATV] and CATV users of satellite signals), System Retailer-Installer
(for frms selling and installing home and commercial dish systems), an4 Equipment Importer-Manufacturer -

Disfributor (tncluding firms providing programming to the Pacific Ocean Region, via satellite). Each membership
category has an advisory committee made up of members to formulate policy and objectives for possible SPAGE

Pacific implementation. To enquire, use card on page 26 this issue or fax SPACE at 64-9-4A6-1083.



4) Your distnbutor forwards his order to S/A along
with a copy of the SPACE initiated customer order.
S/A then checks with CMT to verify that the unit is
going to a properly enrolled CMT subscriber.

5) S/A ships the unit (usually within 7 working days)
via air freight to either your distnbutor or directly to
you as a dealer.

Q You install the IRD and advise SPACE when it is
operating and showing a screen message like that sho'.vn
on page 16.

4 SPACE advises CMT the unit is functioning and
ready to be 'hit' with authorisation codes. If all goes
properly, $dthin 24 hours of your advising SPACE the
unit is installed and functioning withqulL CMT, you will
have CMT authorised and a happy customer.

This format will be pretty much standard for all S/A
encrypted services for probably the balance of this year.
General Instrument (GI) encrypted services (presently
only The Filipino Channel in Diglcipher I on PAS-2,
and temporarily" all ten of the Australis-Galu<y services
on Optus Bl) work much the same.

As awkward as this surely is, people are subscribing
D9222IRDs are being flown into the South Pacific and
with some minor problems they are being authonsed.
There is a substantial leaming curve going on here and
SaIFACTS will explore what it is all about in detail in
the May 15th SPACE Notes.

AVAILABLE FOR SATELLITE
DEL IVERY

GMT]
r CMT is an American Original. The only all video,
all cotrntry music network. 24 hours of top hits and

hot new music -- without veejay intemrptionsl
I Now available in the Pacific, to SPACE Pacific

members, via PAS-2, transponder 1V using Scientific
AtlantaMPEG format.

I Individual Members: US$50 per year, in advance.
Commercial rates to SPACE members

upon request.
NOTE: Requires Sf AD9222IRD receiver, dish sze varies
with location; typically 2.4m up inside ofNew Z'ealarrd.

IRDs available through Telsat Communications.
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Far North Cablevisionn Ltd.

Maximum Output Per Channel
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o 24 Channels :  +112 dBuV
o 48 Channels :  +109 dBuV

PO Bx 30, Mangonui, Northland
Tel 64€-406-1282
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Chorts, Footprints, Spocecroft detoils,
Frequencies etc. of oll operotionol sotellites
worldwide. Also includes comprehensive
informotion on Encryption Digitol
Compression ond other
technicol subiects.
Cot# Bl0l2, Normolly A$140.00,
Special Sa?FACTS price of ONLY A$7O

AV,COMM

Surface Mail

Credit card No:

informarton and covering such ropics as:
Communicotions Theory, Sotellite Operotion, System
Components, Terrestrio I Interference, Decoders,
Video Compression Techniques, Link Anolysis ond
Budgets, Polor Trocking, SMAf,V Instollotions, plus
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equipment monufocturers.
Cat# 81007, Normolly A$79.00,
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I1 x Home Satellite TV Manual @ A$59, plus delivery.
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Economy Airmail A$zs !
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CARTOONS ARE COMING!
Tumeds Cartoon ChanneffNT (classic movies) is
scheduled to start programmmg week of April 16,
most like$ PAS-2 TRIO in l/2 fransponder format.
Service willbe PAL B-Mac encrypted shortly after
launch. All Pacific subscriptions through Tumer at
Tel 6l-2-957-5255, Fax 6l -2-957 -5161 ; details #9.

David Pemberton (\duswellbrook, NSW) appears to
have been the earliest to have caught Papua New Guinea
EMTV 'testing; 25 March at 0100 UTC for an horu
only. Although Geoff Kons at Media Nigurni P/I,
(EMTV; Fax 67-5-254450) had promised testing from
the 26th of March and programming from the 30ttr,
there were apparently some hiccups along the way.
Steffan Holzt (Studio 7, Noumea) also caught the tests
early and many observers saw a blank (no video
information) carier on the correct 142.58 R10 channel
dwing the 25-30 (and after) period. It turns out the test
card seen by Pemberton and others was originated at the
Subic Bay Rrmsat uplink. The programming however,
was always planned to uplink directly from PNG to G2.
As of the moming of 3 April, a technician at the New
Guinea uplink advised CT'|., uWe have experienced a
failure in our motor drive for the uplink dish; parts are
in transit and as soon as they awive and are installed,
we expect to be on G2.. At 0557 NZT April 5 Tyrell
Ruscoe reported EMTV operational. See schedule p.23.

Alek Zapara's 1.8m motorised dish produces P4 f5
is perfect) pictures from RAJ-TV and Russian
Statsionar 14 (96E), P5s from PanAmSat's C and Ku
services at Perth. His receiver is a Wirurersat WR916
with an S/A 9708 B-Mac decoder.

Ken Grady (lMheeler Heiglrts, NS!V) and many others
now report a visible reduction in CNM signal qualrty
following their change to 1/2 transponder format (SF#7,
p.22). There are two separate signals within TRlOIl
CNN centred at (IF) 1i84 and CNN feeds at i156. To
best recover the individual services the receiver (IF)
bandwidth should be around 2A MHz as wider
bandwidths allow hash from the 2nd signal into the
demodulator circuits, and, also bring noise from outsids
the programme channel width into the picture.

Solar noise outages were widely reported by observers
between 30 March and 8 April. This phenomenon
occurs twice each year for C-band (a minor problem at

NHK feed to Asia Business News PAS-2, TRI2H.
ABN initiated PAS-2 digital service 24 March and

specialises in"timely, in-depth and relevant business news
and financi al informati on from Asia."

Ku) and is the result of the'Sun' passing directly in line
with the satellite heading (from your location). At
C-band frequencies, the Sun is a very significant "noise

generator" and what you see with a solar conjunction is
the Sun's radio frequency noise being collected by your
dish and focusing into the feed. This noise varies in
strength during the 11 year solar cycle, but is always
equal to or greater than the signals you receive from a
typically less than 50 watt satellite transponder. Dwing
conjunction you ctrrl walk to your dish and actually see
the shadow of the feed on the dish's surface, falling
squarely onto the centre of your dish indicating there is
a shaight line from the dish's centre through the feed to
the satellite, and, the Sun. Typical'outages' last from 5
to 15 minutes and occur as a function of where you are
located north or south of the equator. The March-Apnl
session just passed and the September conjurction
coming calculate like this:

t 20 South: 28-31 March / 12-14 September
a 25 South: 31 March - 2 April / 10-12 September
t 30 South: 2 - 4 April / 8-10 September

WITH THE OBSERVERS: Reports from Pacific Ocean Region (POR) satellite dish operators relating to
receptiortr equipment changes, programming trends as reported to SaIFACTS usu€ our POR Obseryer reporting
form on page25 (this issue). Photos of satellite reception and equipment, personnel are invited. When snapping

TV screen photos: Use ASA 100 film, set camera at 1/l5th second for PAL/SECAM 113fth for NTSC with
aperture of F3.5 to 4, camera on tripod or stand. Material submiued cannot be acknowledged except by

publication, none will be retumed. Material may be fo<ed (64-9-406-1033); note deadline on Obseryer card.



TIIE CIIARTED IYAIIIDERINGS of OPTUS 83 as OBSERYH) FROM itlEW ZEALAITID
Signal level measured at receiver AGC voltage point (3.7m dish), 30 January 1995, by Robin ColquhourL Auckland $IZ time)

2.30

2.28

2.26

2.24

2.22

2.20

Optus engineering, not likely to be remembered in history for their veracity, insists Optus Bl is stable in the sky. They blame
obsemed variations in signal level (as measured in New Zealand) as being "weather related." This TR7/lower (ABC) signal
recording was made under totally clear skies over a 24 hour period. Subsequent recordirgs show the precise same patterq
clear or occluded skies present but in a time cycle of approximately 24 hours 3 minutes. ln other words, each day moves

ahead by about 3 minutes time. The CA{R variation from 2.20 volts AGC to 2.28 volts AGC is approximately 4 dB.

3PM sPM 7PM gPM 11PM 1AM 3AM sAM 7AM gAM 11AM 1PM

a 35 South: 3-5 April / 6-8 September
t 40 South: 5-7 April / 4-6 September
t 45 South: 6-8 furil / 3-5 September
<) 50 South: 7-9 April / 2-4 September

{-

Satellites east of due noith will align before noor! one
directly north would align at 12 noon, those to west of
north in the aftemoon (the further west the later in the
day). Normal reception gradually degrades as if getting
weaker, drops out at the point of maximum solar

New Stock - AVCOM of VirginiaPSA-37D
l0-1750 MI{z, }.74.2 GIIz spectrum aralyser

with digital ftequenry readout.
Far Norttr Cablevision Ltd:. 64-9 406-1282

alignmenl and then gradually retums to the original
strength. A waming: An unpainted solid dish at this
alignment can produce solar-heated temperatures past
1000 degrees C and this will quickly melt any cables
and elecfronics wrfortunate enough to be at the dish
focal point! (Solar alignment data courtesy United
States krformation Service; thank-you David.)

General Instrument has announced their new
"consumer friendly" DSR-2200 IRD for Digicipher
reception and decoding. The US$1795 priced unit
(model DSR-1500 is priced at US$2520; SFf6 and 7)
has DTH features that include:

. Non-technical person'set up'

. Remodulator OandD

. Polarisation rotation sewo motor rnterfacing

Sun's

GI DSR-2200 Consumer IRD

Snre [[ire

Import o Wholesale olnstallation

Consultmcy o Maintenarce

Peter Fischer r Proprietor
PO Box 3l8l NerangEast42ll Austsatia

PhonelFAX 61 75 960 962



IIPDATE: PAS-2 At Publishine Deadline
Asia Business News has joined CCTV and CTN on the Hong Kong S/A format MPEGI+ uplink on TR2H (1426
MHz IF). Japanese NHK is now operational up to 14 hours per day with programming, the rest with test card on

TRl2H; portions of this feed are used for material sent to Asia Business News. CBS analogue feeds (TR16II) are
gone, believed to now be on TRlV in S/A digrtal along with CMT. Prime feeds to Australia Galaxy on TRSV
(1i56 MHz IF) are reported to be in S/A format but not verified. Open analogue pAS-2 Sylmar) continues on

TRTV and on occasions TR6H. CNM has settled to a level that is 5dB lower than pre-half-transponder format.

. Infrared remote control

. On screen display (OSD) menu, full stereo
The present version is Digicipher 1 (MPEG l+) but a
to-be-available consumer-plug-in MPEG upgrade card
will update the unit to MPEG 2. Unfortunately, this is a
Digicipher (digital) only receiver and will not process
analogue signals; Maser Technology (64-9-479-7 889).

French language Thomson format MPEG 1+ digttal
format Canal Plus now on I180E; a pair of Thomson
MPEG channels also run on 11748 for programme
exchange (f{ew Caledonia, Tahiti, Paris).

Next "up" to keep a watch on is Gorizont 1408 or
145E where APNA ("Our TV") is scheduled to begin
tests 15 April; possibly TR R6 (3675 MHz; IF 1475).
Lr Australia" you should find the same APNA feed on
Statsionar 21 (103E). initially to be 6 hours daily, by
mid-May they claim l0 hours daily in Hindi, Gujarati,
and Punjabi, and 4 hours in Tamil, Telugu and Bengali.
Programming to include movies, soaps, musical variety,
quiz shows, documentaries and news. Russian sources
claim the 1408 bird will be replaced with a newer model
"at any time" so the initial signal (and significant
inclined orbit) could get better in the near term. A full
programme schedule in #9.

The new 1995
AV.COMM
SATELLITE TV
CATALOGUE,
contains up to the
minute intbrmation on
all available satellites
and equipment needed
to receive them.

Contains detailed
information on oYer
150 products covering
all aspects of Satellite
Television Reception.

For your FRIE copy of the new 1995 AV-COMM CATALOGLIE simply complete the
coupon below and send to: AV-COMM PTY. LfD. PO. Box 225, Balgowlah NSW 2093.

Please send me a FREE copy of the
1995 AV-COMM Satellite TV Cataloaue.

AV.COMM PTY tTD
A"C.N. 002 174 478

1 98 Condamine Street,
Balgowlah NSW 2093

Tel: (02) 949 74171948 2667
Fax: (02) 949 7095

Phone: { )



Australia Channel9 For The Pacific

EMTV IS HEREI Prosramme schedule Hishtishts

Rimsat G2 (142.58) is now relaying commercial English
language television service EMTV on transponder RlO
(3885 MHz; IF 1265). The seryice parallels the
previously available Palapa EMTV service (i18E,
3890\D but with the added coverage of Rimsat (see page

5, this issue) greatly enlarges the reach of this
Australian Channel 9 operated service.

Their present basic schedule looks like that shorvn
here (from last week in March / first week in ApnD
Times are believed to be AEST (same as Svdnev).

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8PM Fish
lntemational

Wild Life Mekim
Music

Fiz.
(Music)

Austalia's
Home Video

8:30PM Burkes
Back Yard

FridayNight
Football

9PM Different
Strokes

Wednesday
Movie

The Footy
Show

9:30PM ManFrom
Snowy River

Hey Dad

IOPM Young
Doctors

Rescue 9l I

l0:30PM Young
Doctors

Hawaii 5-0 Corurtry
Pracdce

Country
Practice

I IPM Raven

11:30PM 6PM News
replay

6PMNews
replay

6PMNews
replay

6PMNews
replay

l2mid EMTV GridFormat sche&rle copynglt f 995 by SatFACTS,
PO Box 330, Magonui, Fa Norli, New ?*alad, (64-9-406-065 f )

6PM News
Replay

6AM ITN News

6:30AM Daybreak News

7A.M Today Show

9:12AM Close down

2:4"/PM Open

3PM Sesame Steet

4PM Ghostbusters

5PM WonderWorld

5:30PM Home &Awav

6PM EMTVNews

6:30PM Current Affair

7PM Sale ofCenhrry

7:3OPM Neighbours

1"r 1t .
t {

TIHrn
PAPUA I{EW OUIHEA
Tt{E NATtOt{At rGblvfft$N lfiv}cE

Programme schedule courtesy Steffen Holzt
(Studio 7, New Caledonia) and EMTV
Papua New Guinea (Fa"x: 675-254450)

HEYHEY
Ifs Saturday

World
Championship

Wresfling



SatFACTS PACIFIC OCEAN ORBIT IYATCH: 15 APRIL 1995
Copynght 1995: SaIFACTS, PO Box 330, trIangonui, Far North, New Zealand [Fax 64-g-406-]A$J



TELL US n'hat you are seeing, or using for equipment, that is new rvithin the last 30 days. Obsen'er reports (see
"With The Observers" page 20) form an important part of the growing body of information we all share monthly.
o NEW programming sources seen since 1 April: please list receirrer'IF' or satellite transponder number if

. CIIANGES in reception quality since I Apnl:

r EOLIIPMENT chanses at my observing terminal since 1 April:

r MyName
Town / City Country flease turn form over)

E Enter my 12 month subscription to SatFACTS Monthty starting with May 1995 issue. My NZ$40
(within New Zealand), US$40 (outside of New Zealand) is enclosed. See r€verse side of card.

NAI\4E

COI\4PANY (if applies)

ADDRESS

Payment and card to: satFACTS, Po Box 330, Mangonui, Far North (New Zealand)

I wish to order the following reference materials (see cover page 3 - nexl full page - for descriptions):
il ttre WORLD of SATELLITE TV (NZ$30 inside NZ: NZ$35 elsewhere).
D T89402 / N{ATY (NZ$20 world-wide).
t TB9404l Home Satellite (NZ$20 world-wide).
fl T89405 / Commercial Satellite (NZ$20 world-wide).
tr ALL THREE 1T89402,9404,9405 (NZ$40 world-wide)
E Coop's Satellite Operations (NZ$30 world-wide).
E Gibson Navigator (NZ$30 world-wide).
D Coop's Basic - Fine Tuning (NZS30 world-wide).

Instructions:
Z Check offitems you wish

airmailed to you
r Make cheque to Far North

Cablevision Ltd.
I Complete reverse side of card

fl ALL THREE / OPERATIONS, NAVIGATOR BASIC (NZ$70 world-wide).
fl Cfn 94n lStarNET Wants To Put You in Cable TV (NZ$30 world-wide)
f Cfn 9502 / The MDS Puz.z;le (NZ$30 world-wide)
t Cfp 9503 I Copyright As It Applies to Satellite Reception (NZ$30)



r YOUR equipment survey:
Size dish(es): ; Noise Temp LNB(s):
Make/model receiver(s) :
Make/model standards conversion :

r Friends with dishes (Will be sent literature explaining SPACE):

If mailing, to: SatFACTS Observers, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand

EI\ROLMEI\T IN SPACB - CONCURRENT WITH NEW
SUBSCRIPTIONS tO SATFACTS MONTHLY

oft

Membership in SPACE Pacific without SatFACTS subscription
t Check here if you are entering a new subscription to SaIFACTS Monthly and wish

SPACE Pacific membership materials sent to you for consideration
E Check here and complete your information below if you wish SPACE Pacific membership information but

are not subscribing to SaIFACTS Monthly.
Check appropriate membership class: E hrdividual E Commercial member (SMATV, CATU E System

Retailer / Installer E Programmer, Equipment importer, distributor, manufacfi.rer
NAME
Address
Town I City

Retum to:
SPACE Pacific, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far Nortlr" New Zealand

l
j

j
I
1

Instructions to Order from SatFACTS Data Shonpe:
o From anyplace in world: Enclose payment in NZ$, or, in US$ at rate of

$lNZ :62 cents US (total in NZ$, multlpty by .62)to

Far North Cablevision Ltd., PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand
o Complete your own ship-to information below.

Total amount of order (add items ordered on reverse side of this card): NZ$
(If payrng in US$, multipty .62 times NZ$ number for total)

Ship to:
Name

Address

Town I City Country



ENTRY LEVEL:
E The WORLD of SATELLITE TV (Asia Pacific edition) by lv{ark Long and Jeffrey Keating. The
ideal "starter" manual for someone entering the field of satellite television. How the system works, what
the parts do, how they all fit together. 226 hrgn quality, well illustrated pages. Ease of comprehension
plus excellent detail. Price:NZ$30 withnNZ, NZ$35 elsewhere. Note: Limited copies remain in stoclg
these will surely sell out this month!
n fgq+OZ / MATV: Master Antcnna Television Systems. How to plarl select equrpment for and
install multiple outlet systems for motels,. hotels, apartrnent flats and condos. Practical step by step
guidance. Price: NZ$20 world-wide.
t fgq+Oq /Ilome Satellite Systems. What the parts are, how they go together for POR home TVRO
systems; how you create a working system with ma<imum performance at minimum outlay. Price:
NZ$20 world-wide.
E fgq+OS / Commercial Satellite Dish Systems (SMAT$. If you are buildrng a system from scratch,
also order T89402 for the MAIV portion basics. If you are rebuilding an existing MAIV system to add
satellite signals, you need thisl Price: NZ$20 world-wide.

DISH OWNING ENTHUSIAST LEVEL:
E Coop's Satellite Operations Manual. Origmally written 1980, this manual explains how you
locate and interpret the multitude of wide and narrow band signals available via satellite. Dozens of fuil
new ways to get more from your dish system. Price: $N230 world-wide.
f Gibson Satellite Navigator (O/w 1980). The mechanics of the Clarke Orbit Belt, how a dish
tracking system is designed and operated to allow full horizon to horizon reception with a motorised
dish system. Very practical, very hands on with plenty of do-it-yourself instruction for inexpensive
systems. Price: NZ$30 world-wide.
E Coop's Basic Manual on Fine Tuning Satellite Terminals (O/w 1980). The little things such as
feeds, connectors, powering, Tips from the people who sterted home dish reception in the 1970s,
building the foundation for the present TVRO rndustry d"y by day, discovery by discovery. Very
practicai, very hands on. Price: $N230 world-wide.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT REFERENCE MATERIAL:
E Cm 9412 | StarIrlET TV Wants To Put fu In The Cable TV Business. When AsiaSat 2 is
launched in mid year, StarNET's 7 free to air (plus 35 pay T$ sewices are designed to make ysg a cable
TV operator. Price: $N230 world-wide.
fl CTD 9SO2 I THE MDS PIIT;LLF-. New Zealand Telecom is entering the home entertainment
business using MDS as a delivery vehicle. How it works, the business challenges. Price: $I{230
world-wide.
D Cm 9503 / COPYRIGI{T - How It Works, Your Liabilities. Must reading for anyone planning
to distribute satellite programming to motels, hotels, communities. Price: $l'{230 world-wide.



When they wanted Cable

Television throughout

Europe, Asia and America

they called the

man from Maser.
James Golden has a world of experience, spanning twenty

years, in Cable Television.

He has advised in every aspect of developing, establishing,

operating and managing Cable Television on three continents.

Maser is now making that extraordinary skill and knowledge

available to Cable Television operators in New Zealand.

There is more. Maser has formed alliances with General

Instrument, Belden, CableData, Gilbert Engineering, Channelmatic,

C & E Corp, Loma Scientific and Alpha Technologies. Each and every

one an unquestioned market leader.

From studio to set top. Everything you require including

automatic systems for inserting commercials and foolproof billing.

All from the world's leading suppliers.

And, of course, there is Jim.

I[TIUIASER
II--ITECHNOLOGY GROUP

For Profess ionals

Cal l  Maser now on 64 9 479 7889 or  Jax 64 9 479 6536 and we' l l  put  you

together  wi th the best  names in the business-

P.O BOX 65-166 Mairangi  Bay,  Auchland,  New Zealand


